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Introduction
Founded in 2017, Allganize has already established itself as a major supplier of Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) AI solutions in the Korean, Japanese and North American markets. Among
its illustrious portfolio of clients are the likes of KDDI, LG U+, Hyundai Credit Card, SMBC and
Coca-Cola Bottlers Japan.
In a 2018 report Gartner predicted that 40% of chatbot and virtual assistant applications
launched in 2018 will have been abandoned by 2020.1 In a space crowded with ephemeral
startups vying for a piece of the NLP pie, estimated at 13.4 billion by McKinsey, Allganize has not
only survived but prospered, growing its revenue 100% quarter over quarter since its inception.2
In this paper we will look at a selection of client case studies and identify five success factors
that are crucial in applying conversational AI to business.
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Success Factor:
Build a solid business case

The success of this engagement can be attributed to a disciplined approach
to enterprise AI: First, our client identified his pain point, ticket resolution
time, and quantified it by conducting timed studies. As a second step he
conducted a pilot study within a smaller control group and was able to assess
Allganize’s business value in direct comparison with his incumbent process.
By assessing Alli in an apples to apples fashion and rigorously tracking KPIs
throughout the pilot, leadership was able to make a data-driven decision and
managed to successfully adopt a new technology, NLU AI, quickly.
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Knowledge Management
Agent-facing cognitive search on a legacy
knowledge management system
Businesses such as insurance companies or e-commerce platforms issue individual contracts to each
of their customers, which makes it difficult to streamline customer service. In order to resolve an issue,
support agents need to navigate extensive knowledge bases and skim through lengthy documents
until they find the information they need, resulting in long hold times for customers and in turn, poor
customer satisfaction.
In a baseline study conducted by one of Allganize’s customers, a B2B business, they found that their
average resolution time per support ticket was 5 minutes and 20 seconds. Curious about the savings
potential of implementing NLU AI, this client ran a 4-week pilot during which he handled support
for five of his accounts using Allganize’s Alli enterprise dashboard. This meant that agents could now
search through their legacy knowledge management system using cognitive search and find answers
from within documents at the sentence level.
The result was remarkable: After switching to
Alli, average resolution
time decreased to just
50 seconds per ticket,
saving a whopping 209
man-hours a month,
marking an 84% reduction (see Image 1)!
Needless to say the pilot
was deemed a success
by leadership and Alli
was quickly rolled out to
all support agents.

Fill out the form to
download the full version
Image 1, Time savings as a result of Alli implementation
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